
THE INSTRUCTIONS FOR WRITING THE ARTICLES 
 

The articles to journal Media4u Magazine are written only to the yellow marked areas of the prepared form.   
There is defined the typeface in each of area that must be respected by all authors. The contributions are 

written in word procesor MS-Word, in the compatible version with Word 97-2003 (suffix *.doc) 

 
TEXT - all text with write wholly at style Normal, typefaces Times New Roman, size 12. Page margins 

3 cm. Headline, paragraphs, bullet and numeration without set-off. If you will copy the ready texts 
then you have to use it this way: Arrangement - Insert otherwise - Nonformated text!  

All drag in style they will be in front of formatting contribution into memorial volume 

removal! 
Hypertext references and foot-note they are prohibited and they will be deletion without 

reparation! 
 

PICTURES -  are put directly into the text (for sure you can send them separated). The pictures must be 

color, in size 1:1 with maximum width 15 cm, only in format PNG. Put the picture into the middle, 
picture descriptions into the middle under picture. Fig.1 Title of picture 

 
TABLES - are made in format MS-Word.  

Descriptions are put on the left top: Tab.1 Title of a table, 
 

FORMULAS  are usually written in MS-Equation 3.1, comtabile with Word2000, with using all typographical 

rules (especially gaps between numbers and unit, line gaps etc). As a multiplication symbol  is used  
multiplying dot in the middle of script height. Formulas are justified into the middle, numbers to the 

right side. 
 

GRAPHS - are made directly into the texts like pictures (for example. Cut  shots of screen) black and white 

(grey extent), in size 1:1 with maximum width 15 cm, only in format PNG. Put a graph into the 
middle, graph descriptions into the middle under graph. Graph 1 Title of  graph 

 Limitation - no 
 Surface - no 
 Axes - full of, black 
 Grids - full of, lights grey 
 Head marks - cross 
 Secondary marks - inside 
 Typefaces - Arial, 8, bold, automatic size - no 

For sure you can send the graphs with mine dates in MS-Excel (compatible with Excel 2000, *.xls) 
then again to send them separated.  

 

The recommended range of articles is 4-8 pages A4, including with pictures, graphs and tables, writen 
in the template. In case of publishing a large number of pages it is necessary to contact the editors. 

Minimun size is two pages of text. Author is responsible for content, formal and grammar rightness. 
Contributions will be accepted and published only in text form and acceptable formal standards. 

Unacceptable contributions will be send back to authors for finishing working.  

 
Annotation - for each contribution author send annotation in the range max. 1 page. Annotation overhung 

explicit size they will be editorial abridgement! 
 

 
Send articles on prispevky@media4u.cz 
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